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REVIEW 

by Assoc. Prof. Rumyana Yankova, PhD, Department of Inorganic and Analytical 

Chemistry, University “Prof. Dr. Assen Zlatarov” - Burgas 

on the Doctor of Sciences (DSci) dissertation, author Prof. Christomir Christov, PhD, Faculty of 

Natural Sciences, Shumen University, Department ,,Chemistry”, thesis title ,,Chemical and 

Geochemical Modeling: Theory and Practice”, Scientific area: 4. Natural Sciences, Mathematics 

and Informatics, Professional sub-area: 4.2 Chemical Sciences (Inorganic Chemistry) 

 

1. Procedure documents  

 

By order No RD-16-100/27.09.2019 from the Shumen University Konstantin Preslavski’s 

Rector, I’m appointed as a member of the scientific jury. At its first meeting I was chosen to 

write a review. I have received all materials for the competition in electronic form. 

I have received a complete set of documents required by the Law for the development of 

the academic staff in the Republic of Bulgaria (LDASRB) and RALDASRB (Rules on the 

application of LDASRB), and according to the rules of Shumen University. These are: 1) diplom 

for the educational and scientific doctoral degree ,,PhD” in the professional sub-area: 4.2 

Chemical Sciences, scientific speciality Inorganic Chemistry; 2) the thesis and the 3) thesis 

abstract (48 pages; both in Bulgarian and English); 4) curriculum vitae of the applicant both in 

Bulgarian and English; 5) list of applicant’s scientific publications and 6) a list of citations for 

the publications included in the thesis; 7) a reference for the original scientific contributions of 

the thesis; and 8) a reference list for meeting the minimal national requirement in accordance to 

LDASRB.   

 

2. Thesis description 

 

The DSci thesis is independent work of the applicant, and does not repeat the theme and 

significant part of the contents of the PhD thesis. The thesis contains theoretical generalizations 

and solutions to major scientific and applied scientific problems, which correspond to 

contemporary achievements and represent a significant and original contribution to science. The 

thesis consists of four major chapters totaling 127 pages, including 12 tables, and 42 figures. The 

reference list includes 127 references. Below is a short thesis description: 

- Introduction defines the goal and tasks of the thesis, as well as the relevance and 

importance of the scientific problems.  
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The main goal is development of comprehensive and accurate well validated 

thermodynamic pH-concentration-temperature variation models, for stable and meta-stable phase 

equilibria in natural and industrial systems with high importance in ecology and industry. 

- Analysis of the state of research on the problem, introduction to the problems of 

atmospheric chemistry, the behavior of Al in natural fluid systems and programs for geochemical 

storage of nuclear waste. 

- Scientific research methodology: Pitzer approach for interionic interaction in electrolytic 

systems, approaches for selection and determination of model parameters for binary systems and 

model technology for determination of mixing parameters, and thermodynamic characteristics of 

crystallizing solid phases; 

- Results paragraph includes: 

Experimental laboratory studies. The author notes that performed experimental laboratory 

studies are not subject to analysis and summary in the thesis. The experimental data obtained 

were used in the subsequent parameterizations and validations of equilibrium models.  

Modeling studies, which are focusing on: 1) model for stable and meta-stable phase 

equilibria in extended sea-system and its applications; 2) T-variation model for geochemical 

behavior of Al(III), Fe(II,III), Cr (III) in natural fluid system; 3) advanced models with potential 

direct industry applications; 4) validation of models for binary and multicomponent systems; 5) 

models for the  systems with crystallization of the non-stoichiometric solid phases and 

determination of thermodynamic characteristics of solid solutions (mixed crystals) of different 

kinds; 6) unpublished fully-parameterized equilibrium models for natural fluids. 

- Scientific contributions and applications. 

 

I have no questions on the thesis content. 

 

Thesis abstract 

The abstract has a total of 48 pages and fully complies with the requirements of the Law. 

The abstract correctly reflects the main goal and contributions of the thesis. 

 

3. Minimal national requirements for publications and citations 

 

The candidate’s list of publications is impressive and includes in summary 68 publications 

in International peer-reviewed Scientific Journals with Impact Factor, and 2 publications with 

SJR rank. A very big part of IF publications (32) are single-author publications of prof. Christov. 

The “publication list” of candidate also includes 12 full size publications in proceedings of 
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international conferences, and 6 publications in international peer-reviewed journals without IF, 

and more than 70 participations at International Scientific Forums. In addition prof. Christov 

participate as Invited Lecturer in 24 specially organized seminars for students and researchers in 

open seminar sessions and meetings of top research International Organizations.   

 

Publications: According to Group G of LDASRB the required minimum is 100 pts. 

According to SJR calculations 42 of Dr. Christov publications are with Q1 (i.e. 1050 points) 

(incl. 21 publ. in Journal Chem. Thermodynamic, 9 publ. in Calphad, 4 publ. in Journal 

Chemical Engineering Data, 3 publ. in Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, and others), and 25 publ. 

with Q2 and Q3. It results of Q(total) ≈ 1500 points. Five (5) of IF publications (1992-1994) 

included in the PhD thesis are not considered in the Doctoral thesis, which is the requirement of 

the Law for the development of the academic staff in the Republic of Bulgaria.  

 

Citations: The required minimum is 100 pts for Group D (LDASRB). .According to Web 

of Science (59 IF publ. in the profile) candidate received more than 1200 citations, total > 2400 

pts., Google Scholar indicators: > 1400 citations, i.e. > 2800 pts. 

 

 CONCLUSION 

 

Dr Christov is recognized internationally as one of the top experts on development of 

highly accurate thermodynamic equilibrium models for natural fluid systems. When interpreting 

the results, Dr. Christov uses the most recent achievements of CALPHAD techniques, computer 

modeling, physical chemistry, crystal chemistry, and thermodynamics. Dr. Christov has 

published numerously in the scientific literature and his work can be found in internationally 

recognized journals. His research is of the highest quality. Prof. Dr Christov has also reviewed 

and critically assessed scientific manuscripts at the request of the editors of many (> 25) 

international journals. I consider him to be an outstanding/extraordinary researcher who will 

continue to make important contributions to earth and environmental scientific research. 

Therefore, I strongly support his application to acquire the scientific degree of ,,Doctor of 

sciences” in area: 4.2 Chemical sciences, scientific speciality ,,Inorganic chemistry”. 

 

 

 

21. 11. 2019 г. Scientific Jury member:  

                                         Assoc. Prof. Rumyana Yankova, PhD 


